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Companies that
responded 'Yes' (%)

Not interested in recruitment right now?

Permanent staff looking for a new
position in the next 3 months. (%)
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Virtual Hiring
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Companies planning to hire
permanent resource (%)
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Companies planning to hire contract
resource (%)

We see consistent levels of support from companies who would hire candidates after
only a virtual interview process.
We expect this to dip slightly in the coming months as some companies are
reintegrated to the office and slip into their previous, familiar interviewing processes.

Contractors looking for a new
position in the next 3 months.
(%)
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No problem! 
We are always looking for ways to help and advise local companies to keep Oxfordshire businesses thriving.
Below is some information we have gathered about working in a post-COVID reality:

Changing attitudes to remote working     Returning to the office     Mental Wellness and Lockdown

We also sponsor a number of Oxford-based networking events. We do this in order to support the local
Developer community by providing a space for learning and sharing knowledge.  
Currently, the .NET Oxford events are taking place online. To learn about the next meeting and speaker
topics, please visit .NET Oxford meetup page.

                     of local professionals
 state they would accept a position after only

a virtual interview process. 
Once again, this percentage continues to

surprise us. It shows extremely high support
for virtual onboarding from candidates.  As

with the company equivalent, it will be
interesting to track how this changes as

lockdown measures are eased. 

90%

Would you hire a candidate without physically meeting them?

If you are thinking of growing your team?
We'd love to help. Despite current uncertainties it's clear that many companies are
dedicating time and effort to recruiting and growing their teams. 
Contact us today for further information, salary benchmarking, competitor analysis
reports and to discuss upcoming roles. 

As the market recovers
and becomes more
secure, we see a steady
increase in the numbers
of companies looking to
hire permanent resource
again.

By talking to local businesses and professional candidates we have collated informative, useful data to give
an overview of the Oxfordshire recruitment market.

We aim to provide information and commentary on trends to aid decision-making through 2020 and
beyond.

Data collected from businesses known to Corriculo Ltd. 
Please contact us for full data or with any further questions you may have. 

In the next 3 months... 

And we see this reflected in the stats we collected
when asking about their company’s experiences of
hiring during lockdown.

This month we see
around a 10%
increase in the
number of candidates
seeking permanent
positions.

Are you looking to change
position?

[we asked professionals]

Are you planning to hire permanent
resource?

[we asked companies]

Of those who chose to continue their recruitment
processes throughout the lockdown period,

8/10
had successfully onboarded at least one member of
staff virtually during lockdown.

Are you planning to hire a contractor?
[we asked companies]

Although companies
considering hiring
contract staff dropped
off around the time of
lockdown, as we  head
into July, 

Are you looking to change position?
[we asked contractors]

We also see a small reduction
in the amount of contractors
currently looking for new
positions,  which is what we'd
expect to see as the market
settles down again.

we are starting to see these figures bouncing back.

It will be interesting to see how many choose to continue with virtual interviewing, even
if only for the first stage. 

https://corriculo.co.uk/working-in-a-post-covid-19-lockdown-reality/
https://corriculo.co.uk/working-from-home-post-covid-19-lockdown/
https://corriculo.co.uk/returning-to-office-covid19/
https://corriculo.co.uk/mental-wellness-in-the-workplace-post-covid-19-lockdown/
https://www.meetup.com/dotnetoxford/

